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About the COVER

Who would have known?

Who would have thought that this would be the year ordained by the Good
Lord to allow this astounding blessing to our ministry!
On our 7th year living out our mission of transforming land and transforming
lives, our beloved GreenEarth Farmer’s Child makes it to Harvard!
All praise to the Living God and Savior Jesus Christ. He alone deserves all the
glory in what He has done in Romnick Blanco’s life.
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We are Stewards
The resources at our disposal are not our own.
They are entrusted by God; therefore, we are committed to sound and sustainable
agricultural practices that will preserved and protect the environment for the generations to
come.

We Believe in the Dignity of Every Human Being
We are committed to help our workers and beneficiaries fulfil their dreams through fair
compensation, benefits and a housing plan right on GreenEarth’s land donation.
This VILLAGE OF HOPE will adhere to the principles of green design. The plan will be
implemented through working partnerships with professionals as well as non-stock, nonprofit
organizations that share our core values of fairness, ecology, health and Christ-centeredness.

We Promote Good Health
The Bible teaches that “the body is the temple of the Holy Spirit (1 Corinthians 6:19)”.
We, therefore, have to make choices that will enhance wellness and prevent disease.
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HOW IT ALL BEGAN
A

grarian unrest has been a hallmark of Central Luzon’s
history for over 60 years now. It is the cradle of the
Hukbalahap movement which metamorphosed into the
Communist Party of the Philippines and the New People’s
Army.

“The earth is the Lord’s,
and everything in it.
The world and all its
people belong to him.”
Psalm 24:1

Thus, the manifestation of idle yet fertile land has
been the basis of socio-economic conflict as seen in
peasant unrest and the unequal distribution of wealth
experienced by our nation.
This is the social backdrop of our fledging
Foundation’s mission. Nestled in the foothills of the
majestic Sierra Madre mountain range in historic San
Miguel, Bulacan are over 100 hectares of bucolic hills. These
were donated to GreenEarth Heritage Foundation by a
generous land-owner in early 2009.
The Land was purchased roughly 40 years ago with
the landowner’s dream of developing a viable agricultural
endeavour. However, as is often said, “work got in the way,”
and the land was left idle, susceptible to both fraudulent
transactions and illegal squatting. Its lush potential was never
achieved.
Hence, the decision to cede the raw Garden of Eden to
our foundation to ensure its viable promise for beneficiaries
without the taint of potential profiteering and the past
mistake of non-use.
Over 139 families live in the foundation’s immediate
vicinity, mostly in abject poverty. An overwhelming majority
of the residents have only attained an elementary level
of education and 48 percent of the population are below 20
years old.
GreenEarth’s mission is to assist in poverty
alleviation by providing livelihoods centered in organic
agriculture and by empowering communities through
spiritual transformation in the Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.
We believe that it is through a personal relationship with Christ
alone that we will be able to bring hope, change and a bright
future to the people of the community that we serve.
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MESSAGE

LEADERSHIP

“When the LORD brought back the captivity of Zion, we were like those who dream.
Then our mouth was filled with laughter, and our tongue with singing.
Then they said among the nations, “The LORD has done great things for them.”
The LORD has great things for us, and we are glad.”
Psalm 128: 1-3

W

e rejoice in the past year’s unprecedented outpouring of
abundance and blessings. The GreenEarth community’s
sacrifices and faithfulness has truly been rewarded by our generous
God, particularly in the fields of Agriculture, Education and Spiritual
Transformation.
In line with the current administration’s “war on drugs”,
GreenEarth was tapped as a haven and provider of holistic drug
rehabilitation services for over 120 drug surrenderers by the San Miguel,
Bulacan Mayor’s Office under their Municipal Anti-Drug Campaign
(MADAC). Though we do not receive financial support for this effort,
the LORD provided a way for us to be able to offer decent housing on
our grounds, complemented by physical, agricultural and most of all,
spiritual activities to shepherd these former drug dependents back to a
life of normalcy and community productivity for several months. Three
meals a day was provided by the municipality of San Miguel, Bulacan.
As result, three (3) former drug surrenderers sought to become
our beneficiaries as they embraced the GreenEarth way of life. Moreover,
a number have surrendered their lives to the Lord. Someone opened his
home for Bible studies and worship, after their spiritual transformation
and desire to be productive citizens once again.
We witnessed a burst of treeplanting activities during the rainy
season from various corporate entities and civic organizations namely:
Acer Philippines, Avega, Converga, Integrated Bar of the PhilippinesMakati Chapter, Microsourcing, NCSI, Willis Towers Watson and Xavier
School .
We welcomed foreign volunteers who stayed not just for the day
but for several days to a week for the first time this year! The Wei sisters
from Houston, Texas and the Yi family from Chicago, Illinois. This was
in line with their respective parents’ desire to immerse their American
children to their country of origin’s rural way of life. New friendships
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and fond memories were established from both the host families and
guests’ perspectives.
Three generous donors—AY Foundation, the Municipality of San
Miguel, Bulacan, and Premier VIMA Realty Inc. realized our dream to
be able to build pre-fabricated houses on-site using more typhoonresilient Galvalume technology. It is noteworthy that these “Bahay
Tibay” models can not only withstand the virulent typhoons, they are
likewise augmented with a twin set of 10,000-liter capacity rainwater
catchment ferrocement tanks to supply its respective domestic water
requirements.
The consistently generous Acer Philippines funded the
replacement of four (4) anahaw roofs which were severely damaged
during the onslaught of Typhoon Santi in 2013. Hence, our kitchen,
working men’s dormitory, rest room & shower hut and vermiculture
shed are now sporting brand-new long-span roofing. Moreover, Acer
once again donated eight rainwater harvesting tanks to GreenEarth.
Thus, increasing our total rainwater harvest tanks to sixty four (64).
On the agricultural front, the Philippine Tropical Forest
Conservation Foundation (PTFCF) entered into a mutually-beneficial
agreement to make GreenEarth a partner site in reforestation. Through
their assistance, we are now growing and nurturing over 35 species
of indigenous forest hardwoods, 5000 in total . This is in line with our
respective missions to transform the Philippine landscape through the
revival of indigenous sustainable and environmentally- sound forests.
Hence, our farmer-beneficiaries led by our fearless farm manager Aileen
Deocampo trekked for days in the nearby Sierra Madre mountain range
in order to apply learned techniques from PTFCF’s appointed technical
mentor, the Pampanga Agricultural State University, in order to harvest
and transport indigenous widlings back to GreenEarth’s farm site for
their immediate propagation
Under the auspices of the Bureau of Soil and Water Management
(BSWM), our Small Farm Reservoir A which was initiated in 2013 was
finally completed this year. It is presently a vital source of rainwater for
our farm site. Furthermore, the Department of Agriculture, under the
able leadership of Secretary Manny Pinol, released a tractor grant for
GreenEarth! The brand-new Kubota tractor has been a major boon to
the farm’s key activities since its arrival this particular fiscal year.
Nothing compares to the immense blessings GreenEarth
received in 2017 relative to its Educational and Spiritual Transformation
programs and initiatives. We have witnessed God’s direct provision
and generosity in the following substantive developments:
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1)
We are now on our second year of our Homeschool
Program. This vital mission is led by board -certified Marlourd
Borromeo, a University of the Philippines-Diliman graduate of
B.S. Elementary Education (cum laude), major in Teaching in
the Early Grades. Our students are the offspring of our forest
guardians and organic farmers who have fully committed to
our holistic mission by living right on GreenEarth’s land. They
range from Kindergarten to Grade 5. Hence, the yeoman task of
Teacher Marl to conduct daily multi-level classes.
2)
We now have a full complement of Christian
missionaries led by the indefatigable Pastor Noel Baylon and his
able team from Camarines Sur. They conduct a weekly community
worship service every Saturday morning and Bible studies on
Friday evenings. Pastor Noel’s team focuses on strengthening
marital ties, parental and children’s duties and leading the drug
surrenderers to a complete recovery through Biblical principles
and their acceptance of Jesus Christ as both personal Savior and
Lord.
3)
To further enhance their faith-based missions, we
were able to send our farm manager and site administrator
Aileen Deocampo and Pastor Noel Baylon to a life -enriching
Holy Land Bible Study Tour of Israel and Jordan in April of 2017.
4)
Our roster of college scholars has further expanded
through the kind auspices of De La Salle Araneta University’s
president Dr. Bjorn Santos who has granted us six (6) Agriculture
college scholarships, allowing us to send 4 farmers of GreenEarth
who are high school graduates and 2 Grade 12 students to the
College of Agriculture for SY 2017-2018 . Given the difficulty to
recruit agricultural professionals to our missionfield, to be able
to educate our own is a tremendous answered prayer for us.
5)
We likewise have witnessed the respective
graduation of our initial batch of scholar-beneficiaries namely:
a) Jerouszel Bermudez from the University of the East
(UE) with a Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
in December 2016. Today, she is a highly-regarded full time
employee of a reputable Anglo-American multinational firm
in Bonifacio Global City.
She is the first person in her family to graduate
from college and to now hold a corporate job in a global
multinational firm.
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b) Renz Hernandez from UE with a Bachelor of Science
in Accounting Technology in April 2017. He topped UE’s
internal examination vying for 5th year BS Accountancy taken
in May of 2017, which is necessary for him to transfer to
the BS Accountancy course and degree. Renz is expected to
graduate in December 2018.
c) Romnick Blanco from the International School
Manila in May 2017. He is the first farmer’s child to be granted
a full scholarship at the venerable ISM in their 92 -year history
starting in 2012. We are extremely blessed by the miraculous
fact that Rom has been accepted into the world’s leading
university, Harvard in Cambridge, Massachusetts. He was
granted a full-ride scholarship by Harvard and will enter by
the 2018 school year as he opted to pursue a gap year as the
premier university highly encourages its acceptees to take a
year of deferral, having seen its benefits on those who grab
the opportunity to do so. He was likewise offered full-ride
scholarships by three other prestigious universities such as:
Dartmouth College, NYU-Abu Dhabi and Wesleyan University,
respectively. This is genuinely unprecedented and a welcome
blessing for our humble foundation.
It is our common vision and commitment to see our mission
to Transform Land and Transform Lives through to completion. We
can only accomplish this with the painstaking hard work, thoughtful
innovation and unwavering support of our noble associates, colleagues,
farmer-beneficiaries, faithful donors, strategic partners and likeminded
stakeholders.
THANK YOU VERY MUCH for making the past fiscal year as
momentous as one can ever envisage. God bless you all!
Sincerely,

Mylene V. Matti.M.D.
President and Executive DIrector
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TRANSFORMING LAND

Development

AGRICULTURAL

Construction of 8 Rainwater Harvesting Tanks
ACER Philippines continues to invest in our Water Resource Infrastructure
at GreenEarth

W

e thank ACER Philippines for their support in this very critical need at the farm. Through their help,
we were able to construct 8 new rainwater harvesting tanks from August to November this year.
This will greatly help our efforts to scale-up our plantation and rainforestation efforts.
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Post-typhoon Devastation Replacement of FOUR
ROOFS at GreenEarth
Farm Kitchen, Male Barracks, Restrooms and Vermiculture shed
An ACER Philippines Sponsorship

I

n 2013, we were devastated by Typhoon Santi and in the next 3 ½, rebuilding was a slow process. Donations were very hard to find with many areas hard hit, most especially with Typhoon Yolanda taking
place 2 ½ weeks later.
We rejoice at funding from ACER Philippines to continue to help us rebuild!
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INSTALLATION OF A SOLEYSERVED TRANSFORMER
A donation of One Meralco Foundation

I

n the third quarter of 2016, GreenEarth received
this gift from One Meralco Foundation.

We thank Mr. Jeffrey Tarayao, the president
of One Meralco Foundation, for his leadership and
great empathy for our community. This has finally
solved our problems with electricity fluctuations
and voltage run-offs caused by our distance
from the grid, threatening to destroy sensitive
equipment and hindering productivity in our
processing facility.
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Forest Foundation Philippines

Restoring the lost lush and green glory of the Sierra Madre
Starting at GreenEarth

the Sierra Madre and biodiversity in all its glory at
GreenEarth.
Our partnership started off with a Php
100,000 grant from Forest Foundation this
year. Said grant was used to bring our farmer
beneficiaries to Pampanga State Agricultural
University, the technical partner assigned to us
by Forest Foundation. In PSAU, our farmers were
trained on the Rainforestation Model. They became
enthusiastic at the exposure to new technology
and plant species at PSAU.

F

orest Foundation Philippines identified the Sierra Madre as the NUMBER 1 priority area for
reforestation, the other three areas being Palawan, Samar and Leyte and Bukidnon and Misamis.

Given our geographic location, we are elated by the partnership with the Forest Foundation
given their resources and knowledge to help us fulfil our dream to bring back the indigenous trees of
20

The grant was also used for wildlings
collection at the Sierra Madre and the installation
of growth chambers on our land. We can’t wait
for our next endeavour with Forest Foundation
Philippines!
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TYPHOON RESILIENT HOMES AT LAST
GreenEarth’s “Bahay-Tibay”

GreenEarth Bahay Tibay donated by Premier VIMA Realty Inc.

GreenEarth Bahay Tibay donated by the Muicipality of San Miguel, Bulacan.

A

fter experiencing the one strong typhoon after another and the recurrent devastation they always
cause, we realize that native materials such as cogon, anahaw, sawali, and bamboo are no longer
tenable given the vicissitudes of climate. One day we have torrential rains, on the next we have extreme
winds – it’s a difficult situation.
We researched and found the Jacinto Color Steel Pre-Fabricated House Model. It uses patented
Galvalume coating (combination of galvanized iron and aluminium-zinc) which is said to have superior
corrosion protection, durability, and a lifespan that is 2 to 4 times that of traditional galvanized metal.
The model is said to be storm-proof and can withstand winds of about 250kph. We are also using steel
doors, and removed any wood components in the construction to prevent termites.
GreenEarth Bahay Tibay donated by AY Foundation.

We thank AY Foundation, Premier VIMA Realty, and the Municipality of San Miguel, Bulacan.
Because of them, we were able to construct 3 units of Bahay Tibay with 2 rainwater harvesting
tanks and a portable solar power source for each unit, enough to supply one power outlet to charge a
cellphone and lights to be used at night.
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Metro Retail Group

GreenEarth’s new retail distribution frontier

W

e are grateful to the Metro Retail Group
who has believed in our vision, mission, and
programs. After meetings in Metro Manila and the
visit of members of their Retail Distribution Group
to our farm on Feb. 17, 2017, after which, they
decided to partner with us.
Our moringa tea and powder are both
retailing in 11 Metro Retail stores in Market!
Market!, Alabang, Ayala Cebu City, New Port Pasay,
Lucena, Legazpi, Mandaue, Mambaling Cebu City,
Angeles, Binondo, and Lapu-Lapu.
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Manila Water Foundation

“One with us in improving water quality at the farm”

I

n 2010, we appealed to Manila Water Foundation to assist us in how we can disinfect our water supply
coming from shallow tube wells. Back then with our operations barely starting, they recommended a
low-cost chlorination set-up, as taught to our people by their Engr. Labuntog, mixed in drums. It is a
low-cost disinfection system which we have been faithfully using for the last 7 years.

The time has come, however, to take
our process to the next level. We are now FDAregistered and with our flagship products selling
in 22 stores, our processing operations just keep
on expanding. It is now time for us to upgrade
our water disinfection system. We appealed to
Manila Water Foundation anew to once again help
us test the physico-chemical quality of our water
and to make recommendations on how we can
improve our system. They gladly sent technicians
to the farm to collect samples for lab testing in
their headquarters in Quezon City. When the
results came out, they recommended we set up
our own jet chlorination system. They helped us
with the technical aspects by referring us to their
top merchants.
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We thank Manila Water Foundation for their help. As of this writing, we have ongoing fundraising
for our jet chlorination system.
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Integrated Bar of the Philippines – Makati Chapter

W

e are grateful to
the
IBP-Makati
Chapter
for
their
donation to support
the planting 1,000 narra
tree seedlings and 4
rainwater
harvesting
tanks. Their investment
will go a long way into
making our planet a
greener place!
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SFR A Rehabilitation

I

n 2013, we received a grant from
the Bureau of Soils and Water
Management (BSWM) to construct
2 small farm reservoirs (SFR).
We have been blessed to
have renewed this partnership with
Phase 2 – The SFR Rehabilitation.
This year marks the return of DSWD
–DA RFO 3 engineers to rehabilitate
what they have started in 2013. They
concretized the small farm reservoirs
to prevent seepage of collected
water during the rainy season
and improved the design. This will
greatly help us as we continue
to plant thousands of trees. The
plan is to siphon the accumulated
water in SFRs to existing rainwater
harvesting tanks nearby to prevent
evaporation. We thank the BSWM
and the Region 3 Department of
Agriculture Engineering Group for
giving us 2 small farm reservoirs.
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MOA signing for Tractor Grant

S

ince 2014, we have long been hoping for a
tractor and this year we finally got it!

The tractor has revolutionized soil
preparation at the farm. In addition, this year
marks our first attempt at organic rice production
at GreenEarth.
We are conducting our experimental
models for organic black rice through the technical
assistance of the Organic Agriculture Section of
DA RFO-3.
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Tree Planting EVENTS
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CONVERGA Tree Planting
Converga Treeplanting
June 18, 2016
50 Acacia Trees
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AVEGA Tree Planting

Avega Treeplanting
August 6, 2016
200 Lanete Seedlings
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XAVIER SCHOOL Tree Planting

Xavier School Treeplanting
August 20, 2016
50 Neem Trees
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WILLIS TOWERS WATSON Tree Planting

We
are
extremely
grateful for Towers
Watson who has been
a steadfast supporter of
GreenEarth with annual
treeplanting events since
2010. This year, they
sponsored the planting
of 250 assorted trees
of bamboo, bauhinia,
moringa, neem tree,
and kalachuchi.
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SAN MIGUEL MUNICIPAL OFFICE Tree Planting
The treeplanting was led by Mayor Ivee Coronel along with municipal personnel. They donated 100
cacao trees that we planted with them.
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MICROSOURCING.COM Tree Planting
Microsourcing.ComTreeplanting
September 10, 2016
200 Atis and Guava
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NCS I Tree Planting

NCS I Treeplanting
October 22, 2016
160 Moringa Trees
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ACER PHILIPPINES Tree Planting
For 6 straight years,
Mr. Manuel Wong,
the country manager
for ACER Philippines,
personally leads the
company’s employees
in the treeplanting. It
is always a day of not
just planting, but also
programs and fun-filled
activities.
Six years of partnership
marks
6,000
trees
planted at GreenEarth!
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Development

COMMUNITY

TRANSFORMING LIVES
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Yi family from Chicago, Illinois
T

he Yi Family are first- time volunteers from the US who stayed with the GreenEarth family for
several days. They planted with us, taught our children singing, and gave our community the gift
of toys and joy. We thank the Yi Family of Illinois, USA for coming to bless our community with their
donations and kind service.
“We are so grateful that your projects continue on for the community despite you returning
Stateside. God Bless your family!”
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Wei sisters from Houston, Texas
T

hank you, Anna and Mia Wei, for sharing your time and talents in dancing
with our children at GreenEarth! Your contributions to our denuded forests through the many hours of work of your hands will surely be blessed by
our Good Lord. THANK YOU for your love and courage to make a difference
in our world. God bless you always!
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HOMESCHOOL PROGRAM: Year 2

Drug-Related Surrenderers
find safe haven at GreenEarth

P

I

n 2015, we took matters into our own hands by pulling out the youngest members of our community
- from Kinder to Grade 2 – out of public school and started our own HomeSchool Program here at
GreenEarth. We are happy to announce that we have now completed our Year 2. L In 2016, we welcomed
Teacher Marl, a cum laude from UP Diliman with a degree in Education, major in Teaching in the Early
Grades, into the GreenEarth family. We are extremely grateful to have successfully finished Year 2 of our
HomeSchool Program and to Teacher Marl for answering the call to serve our farmers’ children because
of her staunch faith in the Lord Jesus Christ.
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resident Duterte’s call to drug addicts
nationwide to surrender has been met with
overwhelming success. Sadly, the local government
units were caught unprepared and do not have
adequate logistic preparations to handle the
problem. The mayor of San Miguel, Bulacan and
PNP Chief “knocked” at our door in earnest appeal,
imploring us to help take care of our countrymen
coming out to turn their backs away from drugs.
As the only NGO serving the foothills of the Sierra
Madre Mountains in San Miguel, Bulacan with
lots of space, healing greenery and a built-in
opportunity for community service, we considered
this proposition a win-win. We provided a venue
for healing and rehabilitation, while they helped
restore our denuded forests and joined hand-inhand with us in building our Village of Hope at
GreenEarth!
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Missionary Team under Ptr. Noel

F

or 2 and a half years, we didn’t have any
missionary teams in our community. We
conducted our Bible studies using downloaded
Tagalog lectures from the internet. We downloaded
videos, lectures, and songs from the internet to
facilitate our worship sessions, eventually creating
an archive.

We took in 120
despite our very limited
and resources, and truly
worked to help both the
our foundation.
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countrymen in need,
housing infrastructure
saw how God’s hand
drug surrenderers and

By the grace of God, a kind supporter of
GreenEarth informed Pastor Noel about our need
for missionary workers to help with the spiritual
transformation of our community. Although
Pastor Noel has been at GreenEarth a few times,
the advent of the drug surrenderers moved him to
action to help even more. A group of volunteers
came with Pastor Noel – Leo, Joshua, Karen, and
Suzette – in August of 2016. Since then, they have
conducted weekly worship sessions every Friday
and Saturday in the GreenEarth community. Leo
and Joshua even holds guitar, drum, and piano
lessons for our kids at GreenEarth.
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Holy Land Bible Study Tour
of Aileen and Ptr. Noel

O

ur founders made a
pledge to send the
longest-serving mission
worker of GreenEarth to
Israel on GreenEarth’s
7th year, as 7 is the
number of perfection.
Aileen has been serving
the missionfield for
over 7 years, and so
they decided to send
her with Pastor Noel on
a two-week Bible study
tour of Israel.
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College Graduation of
GreenEarth Scholar
Jerouszel Bermudez:
December 2016

College Graduation of
GreenEarth Scholar
Renz Hernandez:
April 2017

Bachelor of Science in
Business Administration

J

erouszel Bermudez from the
University of the East (UE)
with a Bachelor of Science in
Business
Administration
in
December 2016. Today, she
is a highly-regarded full time
employee of a reputable AngloAmerican multinational firm in
Bonifacio Global City.

Renz qualifies for 5th
year BS Accountancy
June 2017

R

She is the first person in her
family to graduate from college
and to now hold a corporate job
in a global multinational firm.

Bachelor of Science in Accounting
Technology
72

enz Hernandez graduated from UE with
a Bachelor of Science in Accounting
Technology in April 2017. He topped UE’s
internal examination vying for 5th year BS
Accountancy taken in May of 2017, which
allowed him to enter the BS Accountancy
Program. Renz is expected to graduate in
December 2018.
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Highschool Graduation at ISM of
Romnick Blanco
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A Journey of Faith

We will praise the LORD with all of our hearts,
we will tell of His wonderful deeds! - Psalm 9:1
Our tears of joy are flowing like a river!
Our beloved GreenEarth child Romnick Blanco, the first farmer’s child to win a scholarship at the
International School of Manila in its 92-year history back in 2012 just graduated from high school
on May 26, 2017.
The LORD GOD Almighty has poured out His blessings upon him even more!
Rom won FOUR full-ride scholarships---- Harvard College , the King Scholarship of Dartmouth
College (only 3 are selected globally each year) , the Freeman-Asian Scholarship of Wesleyan
University (listed no. 3 on the 2016 Forbes’ list of Top LIberal Arts College of the USA; one Filipino
is selected each year) and New York University-Abu Dhabi.
He has accepted Harvard.
It is now seven years and 5 months to be exact since Rom braved a bridge-less river and kilometers
of unpaved roads two hours each way from his home, at the risk of drowning many times during
the rainy season, in his quest for a brighter future through education. It was in January 2011 when
he became a sponsored child of our foundation, the time when he started attending English and
computer literacy classes as well as Bible studies at the farm. Time flies so quickly. It has been
these many years of intensely mentoring him both academically and spiritually as our GreenEarth
beneficiary.
The LORD has lifted Him higher! His grit, determination and humble obedient spirit has brought
him blessings.
His life story:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3pv-XVD_SQ
http://www.greenearthheritage.org/…/a-farmers-child-wins-t…/
This is an honor and momentous occasion for us all who have been bound together by our mission/
vision.
For those among you who have supported our foundation in many ways, this is a day of rejoicing.
Together, we are about to send a farmer’s child to Harvard. We cannot thank you enough for your
invaluable partnership.
With Rom’s enormous blessings, the Lord has shown us a mere glimpse of what He has in store for
our people at GreenEarth ahead. The best is yet to come!
“For I know the plans I have for you, plans to prosper you and not to harm you, plans to give you
hope and a future!” Jeremiah 29: 11
To our Great God and Savior Jesus Christ alone belongs all the honor, glory and praise!
Let’s press on in the lifelong ministry of transforming land and transforming lives! Thank you very much!
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De La Salle Araneta University (DLSAU) grants College
Scholarships in Agriculture to 6 GreenEarth-affiliated
beneficiaries

Celebration of Praise
and Thanksgiving

I
O

ur roster of college scholars
has
further
expanded
through the kind auspices of
De La Salle Araneta University’s
president Dr. Bjorn Santos who
has granted us six (6) Agriculture
college scholarships, allowing us
to send 4 farmers of GreenEarth
who are high school graduates
and 2 Grade 12 students to the
College of Agriculture for SY
2017-2018 .
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t’s not everyday that we can send a kid
to Harvard. So, on May 27, 2017, we
decided to hold a celebration of praise
and thanksgiving to declare what the
Lord has done. We invited as many of
our donors to come. It was the first time
we brought all the kids from GreenEarth
at Bulacan to Metro Manila so they can
listen to Rom share his story and be
inspired that nothing is impossible with
the Lord.
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GreenEarth Kids at Avilon Zoo

T

he first field trip of the children of
GreenEarth happened at Avilon
Zoo. This was a treat to all the children
after our Celebration of Praise and
Thanksgiving.
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8th Pamaskong Handog at GreenEarth
O

ur 8th Pamaskong Handog at GreenEarth was a beautiful time of reflection and
thanksgiving for the goodness of the LORD the past year.

We had the blessing of a light rain shower in the morning which made the entire day
very cool and breezy at the farm. We started off with Praise and Worship. This was followed by
a scrumptious lunch consisting of organic lechon, chopsuey and everyone’s favorite pancit. It
was the first time our farmers roasted their own pigs ever at the farm and everyone was really
excited stuffing the lechon with lemongrass, oranges, oregano , basil and lots of garlic. The skin
of the lechon was basted continuously with coconut water while being roasted. The farmers’
wives also prepared bibingka-sa-pugon which was enjoyed by all.
We wish to THANK YOU ALL VERY MUCH who gave toward our gifts, prizes and games
for the special day. Each year’s Pamaskong Handog is something all of our farming families
look forward to. God bless you all for your generosity and love.
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GreenEarth Prayer Meeting and Thanksgiving
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FINANCIAL Highlights
GREENEARTH HERITAGE FOUNDATION, INC.
For the year ended December 31, 2016
(in Philippine pesos)

REVENUE		
Donations
Php
3,387,843
Sales		3,353,158
Total Revenues 		
6,741,001

		
EXPENSES		
Agricultural Development
Php
5,942,148
Community Development		
2,422,816
PROGRAM EXPENSES (Total of Agri Dev and CommDev) 		
8,364,964

		
PROGRAM EXPENSES (Total of Agri Dev and CommDev)
Php
8,364,964
ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES 		
137,080
		
TOTAL EXPENSES (Program + Administrative Expenses)
Php
8,502,044
		
EXCESS (DEFICIENCY) OF REVENUES OVER EXPENSES
Php (1,761,043)

We salute our kind and committed donors and volunteers whose faith
in our mission and vision continues to propel us forward and upward.

Thank you very much.
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Administrative Office:
1723 Dian St., Palanan, Makati, MM 1235 Philippines
GreenEarth Farm:
Sitio Malapad na Parang, Barangay Sibul, San Miguel, Bulacan, Philippines
Email: contactus@greenearthheritage.org
Tel. No. (632) 775-8836

